In collaboration with our partners

« The Tuesday Hearts »
Block 1
20 x 25 cm, 8’’ x 10’’, sewing margins not included

General points:
Patterns are introduced without sewing margins (except for outer borders of pieces
11, 12 and 13). For the crazy, either you can use the patterns OR you can cut pieces of
fabric that you will cut again as you go along the block assembly, without caring about
patterns…which is the Crazy way to do!
Please, read all instructions before starting the block.
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Cutting:
For the crazy in the background of the block : 3 light fabrics
Either the different pieces from A to H, by adding a 7 mm (1/4’’) of sewing margin all
around,
Either several strips, with various width and length, that you will gradually cut as you
go along the block’s background
For the crazy of the heart, with a coloured fabrics assortment:
Either you cut the different pieces from 1 to 13, adding a 7 mm (1/4’’) of sewing
margin all around,
Or you cut different strips or pieces, with various width and length that you will cut
as you go along the heart assembly

Realisation:
Pattern 1 : For the background of the block, either by using the patterns from A to H, or
by sewing light and varied strips while drawing inspiration from the model, make an
assembly of 21.5 x 26.5 cm (8 ½ '' x 10 ½ '' ) sewing margins included.

Patterns 2.3 :
For the crazy of the heart, either use patterns 1 to 13 cut into colored fabrics and
assemble them in numerical order, or sew colored pieces and strips around a center
piece by cutting off the surplus of fabrics after each seam.
For both methods, it is necessary to obtain a rectangle of 19 x 21 cm (7 ½ '' x 8 ⅜ ''),
including sewing margins.

Pattern 4: On the right side of this colored rectangle, arrange the pattern "Heart" by
centering it. Cut around and leave a margin of about 3 mm (1/8 ").

Pattern 5: Apply, in a traditional way, this "Crazy" heart applique on the center of the
"Crazy background” rectangle.

Your block 1 is finished and measures 21.5 x 26.5 cm (8 ½ '' x 10 ½ '') including
sewing margins.

